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SUPPLEMENTUM HELLENISTICUM 948-9: CALLIMACHUS,
HECALE?

Dr. Richard Hunter (The Argonautica of Apollonius, 1993, p. 56 n. 44) cites Professor
Peter Parsons as suggesting, in a private letter, that Suppl. Hell. 949, including the
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description of a richly dressed hero, might be referred to the man who drove from Aphidnae
in Callimachus' Hecale (fr. 42 H. = SH 285,7-12, cf. fr. 253,7-12 Pf.).1 This has
encouraged me to bring out into the open a lurking idea,2 embracing SH 948 as well as
949,3 that the papyrus might indeed be from Callimachus' Hecale, but represent a different,
perhaps the least-known, part of the poem,4 concerned with Theseus' upbringing in
Troezen.

Our source for SH 948-9 is P. Oxy. 2886 (vol. 39, 1972, pp. 36-39 ed. Lobel), of the
second century A.D.; it contains lemmata and commentary on a poem written probably (but
not quite certainly)5 in hexameters. The editors of Suppl. Hell. characterized the lines as
'versus lepidiores' and that is also my impression of their quality. Now Professor Parsons
has judged them worthy of Callimachus.6 In addition to the richly dressed hero, this papyrus
mentions a boy (948,7 ı pa›!), an old man (949,i,3 pre!bÊth!) and perhaps the

1 This idea seemingly arose out of, but need not depend upon, the suggestion of H.A.Shapiro in TAPA
110, 1980, 270 that fr. 42 H. was followed by a detailed description of the scenes on the hero's cloak (called
an êllij in fr. 42,5 H. = SH 285,11).

2 Cf. my edition of Hecale, p. 149 on fr. 13 (where the Ovid, Fasti reference should be to 5,387ff. rather
than 2,247ff.) and p. 289 on fr. 101, 'a more far-fetched idea'.

3 If SH 949,i,4ff. describe the man who drives from Aphidnae, I am not sure what we would do with the
pre!bÊth! in 949,i,3 - or with the boy and the Cleonaean lion in SH 948, supposing that fr. (a) of the
papyrus preceded fr. (b) by not much. On the last point Lobel (P. Oxy. vol. 39, p. 38) wrote '(a) perhaps
stood above (b), but I cannot follow the vertical fibres from the one into the other'; according to Parsons (per
litteras) '(a) and (b) may have belonged close together, but there is no way of telling from the physical
structure of the papyrus'.

4 J.E.G.Zetzel (CP 87, 1992, 168) found my grouping (following a tentative suggestion by Pfeiffer) of
frs. 12-15 H. into a narrative of Theseus' youth in Troezen to be 'not entirely convincing'; indeed only fr. 12
certainly belongs in such a context.

5 For the remoter possibility that this poem might be elegiac, see (a) Suppl. Hell. p. 451 on 949,i,5 'tum
de pentametro cogitandum'. But, even if eua is still part of the lemma (which is far from certain, since the
scribe does not invariably separate lemmata from subsequent comment by means of a stop and a blank space),
the alpha could be the first letter of a long syllable (perhaps from a compound epithet with eÈ-) and the line a
hexameter, (b) ibid. on 949,i,12 'fort. u`p`o` Lobel; si recte, pentametrum habemus, haec enim lemmatis sunt'.
Apart from the uncertainty of reading, again we can not be sure that u`p`o` is part of a lemma, and to take
porfur°a! (949,i,12) as a pentameter ending would cause metrical chaos in the following two words; it
seems much more probable (as the SH editors imply) that porfur°a! xru!e¤vi énapli | [ is the start of a
hexameter.

6 A few small matters of metrical technique: (a) the hexameter opening ka¤ ofl at 949,i,7 (repeated in
949,i,8) must be said to point slightly away from Callimachus, since his regular practice (for exceptions, see
hymn 6,42 and Pfeiffer's note on fr. 2,3) is to place the personal pronoun ofl after a final short vowel - but the
same applies to •, and, nonetheless, in hymn 3,217 Callimachus starts a hexameter ka¤ •. Perhaps one should
note that Euphorion has a distinct liking for hexameters which start ka¤ ofl scanned as a spondee (fr. 44,2, fr.
51,3 and fr. 110 Powell). (b) If the author is Callimachus, Lobel's exempli gratia restoration pnoi∞!É
§tinã!!eto l]≈ph in 949,i,8 would hardly do, since Callimachus avoids placing a spondaic word after the
masculine caesura unless there is also a word-break at the bucolic diaeresis; instead, e.g. pnoi∞i! Ïpo !e¤eto
l]≈ph (cf. Od. 4,402 pnoi∞i Ïpo ZefÊroio) would be metrically acceptable. (c) If in 949,i,12 a hexameter
starts porfur°a! xru!e¤«i, note that correption in the second syllable of a dactyl is attested in Callimachus'
hexameter poems, but not yet in his elegiacs.
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'Cleonaean', or Nemean, lion (948,6 §n Kl]e`vna›! l°v`n`).7 It may be possible to bring all
these together in Troezen with the hero as Heracles,8 the boy Theseus and the old man
Pittheus.

Pfeiffer (Callimachus, vol. I p. 229) guessed that Aegeus' recognition of his son by
means of the tokens left under the rock in Troezen (fr. 235 Pf. = 9 H.) led to a retrospective
digression on Theseus' Troezenian upbringing. We know for certain only that Callimachus
mentioned Theseus' nurture by Pittheus (fr. 12 H. = 237 Pf. parÉ aÈt«i d¢ ı Yh!eÁ!
§paideÊeto, …! Kall.); fr. 13 H. = 345 Pf. toioËton går ı pa›! ˜de l∞ma fae¤nei
was referred by Maas to Theseus and thereafter by Pfeiffer to the Troezenian section, and
frs. 14 and 15 H. ( = 361 and 281 Pf.) may describe the young Theseus' hairstyle.9

Somewhere in the Hecale (we know not where) Callimachus mentioned the 'Cleonaean' lion
(fr. 101 H. = 339 Pf. Klevna¤oio xãrvno!).10 In Pausanias 1,27,7 we find a story
which brings together Heracles, Pittheus, the young Theseus and (the skin of) the Nemean
lion:

t«n d¢ §n Troiz∞ni lÒgvn, oÓ! §! Yh!°a l°gou!in, §!t‹n …! ÑHrakl∞! §! Troiz∞na
§ly∆n parå Pity°a kataye›to §p‹ t«i de¤pnvi toË l°onto! tÚ d°rma, §!°lyoien d¢
parÉ aÈtÚn êlloi te Troizhn¤vn pa›de! ka‹ Yh!eÁ! ßbdomon mãli!ta gegon∆! ¶to!:
toÁ! m¢n dØ loipoÁ! pa›da!, …! tÚ d°rma e‰don, feÊgontã! fa!in o‡xe!yai, Yh!°a
d¢ ÍpejelyÒnta oÈk êgan !Án fÒbvi parå t«n diakÒnvn èrpã!ai p°lekun ka‹
aÈt¤ka §pi°nai !poud∞i, l°onta e‰nai tÚ d¢rma ≤goÊmenon.11

This kind of local tale about the hero's childhood could well interest a Hellenistic poet.12

So the comment in SH 948,6 §n Kl]e`vna›! l°v`n` might indeed be directed at Hecale fr.
101 H. Klevna¤oio xãrvno!, and fr. 13 H. toioËton går ı pa›!13 ˜de l∞ma fae¤nei

7 'sed nec lev`n` nec leo`n` | [t vestigiis optime convenit' (SH p. 450).
8 The SH editors (p. 450) also thought tentatively of Heracles (and, on the alternative hypothesis that the

fragments were elegiac, of Callimachus' Victoria Berenices). Perhaps I should mention a slight worry, that
the hero's dress (apparently crimson shoes and a fine cloak fastened by a golden jewelled brooch) seems richer
and more exotic than  what one would normally expect of Heracles.

9 Also fr. 10 H. = 236,1-2 Pf. clearly contains the instructions which Aegeus gave to Aethra.
10 Given to Hecale by Hecker's Law (cf. my edition, pp. 41-4 and 358). Earlier J.E.G.Zetzel (CP 82,

1987, 354), in his review of Supplementum Hellenisticum, specifically queried fr. 339 Pf. ( = 101 H.),
suggesting that it belongs to the Victoria Berenices.

11 Professor Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones draws my attention to the remarks of L.Beschi and D.Musti (on Paus.
1,27,7-8) in their commentary on Pausanias I in the Lorenzo Valla series (ed. 2, 1987, vol. I p. 365), 'gli
"oggetti di riconoscimento" di Teseo sono il tema del primo gruppo, che si inserisce nei miti della gioventù
dell'eroe attico, la quale rientra in una Teseide pausaniana, distribuita nel corso di tutto il primo libro'. Lloyd-
Jones notes that they might have added Paus. 1,41,5 and 1,41,7 to the instances with they give.

12 In Fasti 5,387ff. Ovid tells a similar story involving the young Achilles. Heracles visits the wise old
Centaur Chiron, Achilles' tutor ('venerat Alcides exhausta parte laborum, | iussaque restabant ultima paene
viro ] ... | (391) excipit hospitio iuvenem Philyreius heros'); there too the skin of the Nemean lion is used to
indicate the future heroic stature of Achilles (395-6 'nec se, quin horrens auderent tangere saetis | vellus,
Achilleae continuere manus').

13 Theseus is (prospectively) called ı pa›! in fr. 10,1 H. = 236,1 Pf.
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could be a commendation of the boy Theseus (in the mouth of Heracles?) for the spirit which
he showed. The elaborate description of the hero's dress, with his cloak billowing out
behind him in the wind (SH 949,i,7-11), might be in the context of Heracles' departure.14

If, as seems likely, 949,i.2 pro!poioÊm(en)o! refers to the old man,15 it is worth noting
that Pittheus was not above using trickery and deception when, by his superior
knowledge,16 he foresaw desirable consequences: he 'persuaded or tricked' Aegeus into
having intercourse with Aethra (Plutarch, Theseus 3,4 ¶pei!en aÈtÚn µ dihpãth!e), but
later circulated a report that the boy's father was Poseidon (Plut. Thes. 6.1).

I have not managed to tie in other details of the papyrus with this story in Pausanias
(consequently my suggestion as a whole is highly speculative). Nor have I made any
progress over SH in elucidating the description of the hero's equipment (949,i,4ff.). But it
seems worth discussing the letters ].aane!` which appear twice, in 948,2 and 3.17 Lobel (P.
Oxy. vol. 39, p. 38) described the trace ]. as, in both cases, 'the right-hand end of cross-
stroke as of t'.18 Since the group of letters occurs twice in consecutive lines, it surely
represents a quotation from the poetic text; in the painfully pedestrian exegesis of this
commentator, words from the lemmata may later be repeated.19 Supposing that we have
]t`aane!` in 948,2 and 3, it is at least worth raising the possibility that aane!` may form a
complete word, with the articulation ]t`É éan°!.20 The word éan°!, 'unaccomplished'
(connected with ênv), which sounds poetical and would most naturally be scanned as an
amphibrach 1 - 1,21 occurs uniquely (in the same neuter form) in  Hesychius A 18 Latte,

14 Some part of éformãv is conceivable in SH 949,i,3 ]orma`..[, but nothing indicates that this could
refer to the hero.

15 Supposing that he were Pittheus, I have not made any progress with the following !e`!v-. One
naturally thinks of !≈izv; the only other verbs (which a prose commentator would be likely to use) which
occur to me are !vfron°v and !vreÊv,  but neither of these seems promising.

16 I have wondered whether 949,i,4 might possibly refer to Pittheus' pre-eminence among the Greeks in
wisdom and divination (cf. Plut. Theseus 3,1 dÒjan d¢ mãli!ta pãntvn …! énØr lÒgio! §n to›! tÒte ka‹
!of≈tato! ¶!xen); Pfeiffer suggested (on his fr. 237) that the mention of Pittheus as a solver of oracles in
Callimachus' Fifth Iambus (fr. 195,33) might be an allusion to the Hecale. But it seems likely that there is
textual corruption in the first part of SH 949,i,4.

17 Even this seems not beyond question, following re-examination of the papyrus by Professor Parsons.
He writes 'I have tried looking at an enlarged image with Drs. Coles and Rea, who have much experience of
cursive; we are not even sure that ].aan in both cases could not be read as ].y`an or ]p`l`an, since the notional
alphas are made as loose open loops.'

18 This might seem to rule out almost all other letters, but, again, the matter is not so clear. According
to Professor Parsons, 'What comes before the first alpha is a horizontal stroke joining it at the top. Tau
would suit, but also e.g. gamma, or a sigma with the top flattened and prolonged (as perfectly possible in
this half-cursive hand); there is even a remote chance of a cursive lambda.'

19 E.g. ka¤ ofl in 947,i,7 and 8, l≈ph in 8 and 9, xru!e¤vi in 12 and 16.
20 I have not thought of a plausible alternative articulation.This papyrus does not give breathings or

marks of elision (nor accents, though it abbreviates men as mÄ).
21 The alpha in ênv (from ênWv, W.Schulze, Quaestiones Epicae, 1892, pp. 107-8) is long in epic

except at Iliad 18,473. Scansion of éan°! as an amphibrach might also be helped by a loose analogy with
éag°!,
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with the gloss oÈ tele!yh!Òmenon. 22 Could that be a comment on the very occurrence in
our papyrus fragment? One other rarity23 from this papyrus may be found in Hesychius. SH
949,i,5 has ].xh` followed by the gloss ÍpodÆmata. Lobel wrote 'If ]!xh could be read -
but ! would be abnormally made - 24 m¤!xh might be thought of . tÚ m¤!xo! is not in LSJ,
but Hesychius has the entry [M 1471 Latte] m¤!xh: pilÆmata ... "felts". p¤lhma is attested
as a headcovering of felt [Callimachus, Hecale frs. 46,2 and 65,2 H.], not as a footcovering,
but Pollux adduces evidence to show that p›lo! was applicable to both (vii.171, x.150,
quoting Cratin. Malyako¤).' And there are many entries in Hesychius which refer to
Hecale.25 Noting the probable proximity to aane!` of the Cleonaean lion in SH 948,6, one
may say that 'unaccomplished' is the last word to be expected in connexion with the labours
of Heracles.26 Perhaps, therefore, a negative preceded in 948,2 and 3, e.g. é°ylion
oÎpo]t`É éan°!. In 948,3, if the letters oikon are still part of a lemma,27 we would have the
start of the following line of verse.28

Oxford A.S.Hollis

22 Hesychius A 19 Latte also has the puzzling éanÆ!: xrÆ!imo! (likewise E. Gud. pp. 1,10 and 2,8 De
Stefani).

23 Perhaps two if Hesychius L 1509 Latte l≈ph: flmãtion, per¤blhma reflects SH 949,i,8. But l≈ph is
also Homeric.

24 The SH editors make no comment on ]. in 949,i,5, and say that the eta, which Lobel did not mark as
doubtful, 'iam non dispicitur'. Professor Parsons explains: 'as regards ].xh, the papyrus has not been
physically damaged since Lobel read it. The question is, whether the marks that Lobel read as eta are ink, or
just surface discolourations, which is all that I could see. Since one trusts Lobel, we concluded that there had
been ink which has since faded. But of course Lobel's eye was occasionally deceived.'

25 Not all of them picked up by Pfeiffer (a few additional instances in my 1990 edition, p. 384, Index
Fontium).

26 Or with the future labours of Theseus (Hesychius' comment oÈ tele!yh!Òmenon might suggest that the
word was applied to the future).

27 The absence of a stop and a blank space between aane!` and oikon is not suffucient to prove this (cf. n.
5 above).

28 My thanks are due to Professor P.J.Parsons for re-examining P. Oxy. 2886, and also to Professor Sir
Hugh Lloyd-Jones for comments on an earlier draft of this article. I must not seem to claim that either would
support the interpretation of the papyrus put forward here, which I myself regard as no more than a
possibility worth raising.


